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Foreword 

ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide federation of national standards 
bodies (ISO member bodies). The work of preparing International Standards is normally carried out 
through ISO technical committees. Each member body interested in a subject for which a technical 
committee has been established has the right to be represented on that committee. International 
organizations, governmental and non-governmental, in liaison with ISO, also take part in the work. ISO 
collaborates closely with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) on all matters of 
electrotechnical standardization.  

The procedures used to develop this document and those intended for its further maintenance are 
described in the ISO/IEC Directives, Part 1. In particular, the different approval criteria needed for the 
different types of ISO documentsdocument should be noted. This document was drafted in accordance 
with the editorial rules of the ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2 (see www.iso.org/directives). 

Attention is drawnISO draws attention to the possibility that some of the elementsimplementation of this 
document may beinvolve the subjectuse of (a) patent(s). ISO takes no position concerning the evidence, 
validity or applicability of any claimed patent rights. in respect thereof. As of the date of publication of 
this document, ISO had not received notice of (a) patent(s) which may be required to implement this 
document. However, implementers are cautioned that this may not represent the latest information, 
which may be obtained from the patent database available at www.iso.org/patents. ISO shall not be held 
responsible for identifying any or all such patent rights. Details of any patent rights identified during the 
development of the document will be in the Introduction and/or on the ISO list of patent declarations 
received (see www.iso.org/patents). 

Any trade name used in this document is information given for the convenience of users and does not 
constitute an endorsement.  

For an explanation of the voluntary nature of standards, the meaning of ISO specific terms and 
expressions related to conformity assessment, as well as information about ISO's adherence to the World 
Trade Organization (WTO) principles in the Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT), see 
www.iso.org/iso/foreword.htmlwww.iso.org/iso/foreword.html. 

This document was prepared by Technical Committee ISO/TC 130, Graphic technology. 

This second edition cancels and replaces the first edition (ISO/TS 18621:2020), which has been 
technically revised. 

The main changes are as follows: 

— in subclause 5.5: 

— Formula (1) has been corrected, including interchanging symbols ‘f’ and ‘g’; 

— in the NOTE the ‘Sample’ and ‘Ref’ arguments are switched; 

— the text for step 13 in subclause 5.6 has been concretized; 

— steps 18 and 19, also in Figure 8, have been adapted with a change from ‘unacceptable’ to ‘suspect’;  

— the text in Annex A, before Table A.2, has been concretized; 

— the text in E.2, 3rd paragraph, has been concretized; 

— replacement of the three PDF files in the ‘TestCharts’ folder at the ISO server for ‘Electronic Inserts’ 
by a single ZIP file ‘TestCharts_2020correction.zip’. 
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A list of all parts in the ISO 18621 series can be found on the ISO website. 

Any feedback or questions on this document should be directed to the user’s national standards body. A 
complete listing of these bodies can be found at 
www.iso.org/members.htmlwww.iso.org/members.html. 
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Introduction 

Perceived resolution, the capability to perceive fine detail, is a measure of full system capability and 
depends upon characteristics of the printing system (substantially more than just its addressability), 
characteristics of the substrate, of the viewing conditions, and of the observer. Perceived resolution 
depends critically upon tonal differences between elements of an image – there is no perceived detail, 
hence no measure of resolution, when there is no tonal difference in an image. The three major 
contributors to the perceived resolution of a printing system are the capability of a printing system to 
maintain a desired spatial separation between nearby elements printed on a substrate (the addressability 
of a printing system indicates what the minimum spatial separation can be), the capability of the printing 
system to carry tonal differences (contrast) between these nearby printed elements, and the capability 
of the human visual system to perceive the printed detail. The design of a test chart and an evaluation 
process for measuring a printing system’s capability to carry fine detail must reflect these major 
contributors. 

Fourier analysis has proven very useful in analysing the reproduction capability of image forming 
systems[1].[1]. In this formalism, spatial separation is measured in terms of spatial frequency (e.g. cycles 
per millimetre) and contrast is measured in terms of modulation (the dimensionless ratio of a change in 
perceived luminance to its average luminance) at a particular spatial frequency. The ratio of the 
reproduced modulation to the original (desired) modulation can be used to describe the capability of a 
printing system to reproduce a sinusoidal input at a particular spatial frequency. This ratio, taken over a 
range of spatial frequencies is called the modulation transfer function (MTF). 
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Key 

X spatial fequency 

1 modulation of original (constant amplitude) 

2 modulation  of reproduction (with limited resolution) 

3 modulation transfer function (decreases due to limited resolution) 

Figure 1 — — Modulation transfer function of a printing system 

The MTF characteristic shows the ratio of the reproduced modulation to the original (input) modulation 
as a function of spatial frequency and provides a very useful description of printing system capability. 
The decrease at high frequencies of the modulation transfer function shown in Figure 1Figure 1 
characterizes the common degradation in printing system image detail capability at high spatial 
frequencies. 

In characterizing perceived resolution, a single component of the imaging chain cannot be isolated since 
we look at the results of the complete system. The printing system imaging chain starts with the process 
of placing marks on a substrate. In many printing systems, the individual marks can provide only a limited 
number of tonal levels and the full tonal range is provided by subsequent area modulation (screening) of 
the marks. This screening process can strongly affect the image detail capability of a printing system. The 
characteristics of the substrate can affect both the effectiveness of placing these marks (e.g. surface 
roughness) and affect the interplay between the placed marks and the illumination required for viewing 
the printed image (e.g. light scattering in the substrate). Finally, perceived resolution depends upon the 
viewing conditions (illumination, viewing distance, and magnification) as well as the capability of the 
human observer to perceive detail. The capability of normal human vision to perceive spatial detail can 
be characterized by a modulation transfer function (see Reference [2]).[2]). This is shown in 
Figure 2.Figure 2. 
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Y relative contrast sensitivity 

X spatial frequency 

a 6/6 visual limit. 

b cy/mm at 300  mm. 

c cy/mm at 400  mm. 

d cy/degree. 

Figure 2 — — Contrast sensitivity function of a human observer 

The natural units for the perceptual contrast sensitivity function are cycles per degree, which are 
independent of viewing distance. Shown as a dotted line on the right of Figure 2Figure 2 is the 
ophthalmological limit of visual acuity known as 6/6 vision in metric units which means a person being 
examined can see the same level of detail at 6 m as a person with "normal" visual acuity would see at 6 m 
distance. This visual limit corresponds to a spatial frequency of about 6 cy/mm at 300 mm viewing 
distance or about 4,5 cy/mm at a viewing distance of 400 mm. At a viewing distance of 400 mm the 
human visual system response to spatial detail peaks at about 0,4 cy/mm (0,5 cy/mm at 300 mm), 
decreasing in sensitivity at both higher and lower spatial frequencies. 
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Key 

Y contrast 

X spatial frequency 

Y contrast 

Figure 3  — Illustrative contrast sensitivity function (Reference [3]) [3]) 

A visual illustration of the dependence of perceptual detail reproduction capability on both spatial 
frequency (horizontal axis) and contrast (vertical axis) is shown in Figure 3Figure 3 (see 
Reference [3]).[3]). The perception of fine detail is frequency dependent and can be perceived well at 
high contrast, but not as well at low contrast. 

For given viewing conditions (illumination, viewing distance, magnification), measurements at extreme 
spatial frequencies are irrelevant to the characterization of the perceived resolution of a printing system 
as their effects cannot be seen (e.g. the far right side of Figure 2Figure 2 or Figure 3).Figure 3). 

The illustration shown in Figure 3Figure 3 also illustrates the peak in visual sensitivity in the mid spatial 
frequency range and is a major motivation for the test chart design utilized in this method for evaluating 
the perceived resolution of a printing system. A test chart that explores modulation or contrast along one 
axis and spatial frequency along an orthogonal axis covers a large fraction of the major contributors to 
the perceived resolution of a printing system. Figure 4Figure 4 shows the Contrast–Resolution test 
chart[4].[4]. 
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X1 contrast 

X2 reference tone value = 50 % 

Y resolution, line pairs per millimetre, log steps 
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X1 contrast 

X2 reference tone value = 50% 

NOTE Reproduced with permission from Sicofilm A.G. 

Figure 4 — — Elements of the Contrast–Resolution test chart 

In Figure 3,Figure 3, contrast and spatial frequency vary continuously. In Figure 4,In Figure 4, each 
circularly symmetric element explores a particular sampled contrast and spatial frequency – the 
individual patches in the target. The spatial frequency of separation of these circularly symmetric marks 
and spaces in each patch is varied logarithmically along the vertical axis of the target and the contrast, or 
depth of modulation, is varied logarithmically along the horizontal axis. This logarithmic spacing mimics 
the largely logarithmic response characteristics of the human visual system. This representation of 
contrast vs. spatial frequency resembles the Campbell and Robson illustration flipped on its side. The 
circularly symmetric shape, and the range of values explored in the Contrast–Resolution test chart are 
well suited to the characterization of digital printing workflows. 

In a conventional printing system, there are processes at four spatial frequencies that interact with each 
other to form an image on the substrate. The first frequency is the spatial frequency of detail in an imaged 
scene (this is represented by the vertical axis of the Contrast–Resolution test chart). The second spatial 
frequency is the sampling frequency of the pixel grid in the digital image to be reproduced. The Contrast–
Resolution test chart shown in Figure 4Figure 4 is vector based, not a bitmap, therefore there are no 
image pixels. The third spatial frequency is the addressability grid of the printing device. The printing 
system raster image processor (RIP) maps the image pattern to the addressability grid and then decides, 
for each individual addressability location, how to image that spot. For a binary printing device (e.g. offset 
or flexo printing), the spot is either turned on or off. For a non-binary output device (e.g. some 
electrostatic or inkjet systems), where the output spots can be imaged at more than one gray level, the 
RIP also determines at which gray level the output spot needs to be imaged. These individual spots are 
utilized by the RIP to build the screening pattern that carries the tone scale of the image. The spatial 
repetition frequency of this screen is the fourth frequency in this printing process. All of these frequencies 
have the potential to interfere with one another, and hence have the potential to introduce moiré. 

The Contrast–Resolution test chart was designed for visual evaluation. Evaluation starts at the top of 
column A (lowest spatial frequency and highest contrast) and moves down the target towards higher 
spatial frequencies – note how a moiré pattern gradually develops between the circular lines and 
addressability grid of the printer. The observer is tasked to find, for each column of the target, the patch 
at the highest spatial frequency at which the circular lines in the patch are still recognizably reproduced 
– where no lines or spaces are missing or overlap and where the level of moiré interference does not 
obscure the circles. For each column in the target, an index value that is the row number (each row is a 
single spatial frequency) of the last recognizable patch is recorded. This operation maps the threshold 
curve along columns in the Contrast–Resolution target where circular elements are no longer 
recognizable. The area enclosed by this threshold curve can be used as a capability score for the printing 
process. In observation, the circular nature of the lines in each pattern tends to average out any angular 
dependencies in system resolution. 
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Figure 5 — — Enlarged portion of a Contrast–Resolution target print 

Figure 5Figure 5 shows an enlarged portion of a print made with a 1 200  spot per inch addressability, 
utilizing a 133 line per inch dot screen. The circular patterns of the 2,91 cy/mm Row in Columns A 
through E are clear. The circular patterns of the 3,76 cy/mm Row in Columns A and B are clear, but are 
not legible in Columns C, D or E. The circular pattern of the 4,85 cy/mm Row in Column A is present with 
some aliasing. The circular pattern of the 6,25 cy/mm Row in Column A is barely legible with significant 
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